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Lincoln

Governor Mills has returned from a
flying visit to Socorro.
The governor stated this after
noon that there was no foundation
for the alarming rumors about ; the
condition of the convict camp at So
corro. Ha stated that there had been
some misunderstanding, however, and
three of the convicts were brought
back to the penitentiary by Warden
Cleofes Romero.
The warden went
to Socorro as did Territorial Engineer
Charles D. Miller, who was the first
one telephoned to that there was
"trouble in the camp." The governor
'
and told
addressed the convicts
them that the road work afforded
them a chance to shorten their sen
tences in the penitentiary but that if
they made efforts to escape they
would lose the time.
The governor, Mr. Miller and Mr.
Romero inspected the work the con
victs did on Blue Canon road between
Socorro and Magdalena and they expressed themselves as pleased with
the way the work Is progressing.

(By SDedal Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, June 27. A civil suit
Washington, D. C, June 27. There
was another dramatic episode in the was filed in the U.' S. court today for
the dissolution of the periodical clear
Hearing or tne L.onmer case toaay,
when Clarence S. Funk, general mana- ing house and about a score of other
ger of the International Harvester magazine defendants.
The petition filed by District AttorCompany, announced that three of
ney
Wise, alleges unlawful combinathe four detectives about whose surtion
and conspiracy to restrain in
veillance he told the committee yesterstate trade and foreign commerce

(By Special Leased Wlra to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 27. An at-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, June 27. Customs offi
cials are seeking today evidence that
may bring to light every phase of the
Jenkins $200,000 jewelry smuggling
caee,, whose ramifications are now
said to involve a prominent New York
financial man. The N'ew Yorker is
said to have been the father of the
scheme whereby goods valued at nearly $2,000,000 were smuggled into this
country. Two and possibly more cus
toms officers are said to be in the
plot, which had its inception several
years ago. These officers received, it
is said, $100,000, for every trunk they
passed with only a casual inspection.
The New Yorker not only was able
to smuggle valuable goods, including
much jewelry, for himself, but thousands of dollars of dutiable stuff for
others, who became in this way obligated to him.
There will be no compromise in the
Jenkins smuggling case. The federal
prosecutor is still considering the

BAR ROOfVf MURDER SENSATION

Defendant Declares That He Is
Now Sorry That Von Phul
Is Dead.

(By Special Leased Wre io New Mexican)

(By Special Leased TVIre to New tterlcan)
uenver, Colo., June 27. Frank
rougnneepsie, X. Y., June 27.
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rouneen picked crews, representing Harold Henwood was
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by Dis24 for a vote on the Canadian
reciracuse, and Wisconsin, eagerly await trict Attorney Elliott this
morning
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procity bill was defeated in the Sen
trial for the murder
afternoon that would send their frail of George E. Copeland was
ate today through Senator LaFollet-te'- s
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wool revision and the free list
lications.
were unfavorable, but there was lit Henwood to
bills passed first so that the president
detectives as witnesses.
protect the home of John
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tle wind.
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Root Amendment Defeated.
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'
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.International .Magazine The friends of the amendment were cases of a prominent western manu- boost their
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to shadow him, was named Blaine Company; Standard Fashion Com- so satisfied of its defeat, that a roll facturer and a southern coal operator
keeper at the ranch, or that he had
Lincoln County Matter.
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The four oar Varsity race, tne first driven Mrs. SDrineer's maid from
in connection with the Jenkins smugThe trouble in Lincoln over the re- and belonged to a Chicago agency.
pany; New Idea Publishing Com- call was not demanded.'
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where
Fannie L. Brown of Las Tanos vs..
territory is 55 cents. Several buy- -' preside so well at the piano.
.termed ypnp , correspondent
The letter contained a sentence ofX Hoover
was
to
HAS
PEOPLE.
4,449,495
preparing
era
are touring New Mexico with - The party left Monday, going south, X butcher a beef.
Dora B, Thompson of Knoxvllle, Tenn.
that , all things are moving;
fering the suggestion that a certain
Hoover
prices covering a wide range of 13 to and expect to complete the survey X his gun and fired at the took
homestead entry 13,385 : filed Febru"double
crosser's" presence was un
properly for statehood. Better
beef
In
Is
Years
Ten
20
Increase
Per 17 cents. Pulled wool is dult '
Only
within three or four weeks. This is X killing
be patient a little while and seary 28, 1908 for lots 1 and 2, SW 4
necessary at the Springer ranch and
but the bullet sped
it,,
man
a
uess
naiio
in
went,
4
i'
NE
5 8 N 23 E; abandonment.
the final survey and they are mark- X on and struck Sullivan in the
cure success than shoot sky
that the writer was coming to Denver
United 8tates.
Luther McKinley of Venus vs.Hen-r- y
ing the line as they go.
for the purpose of knocking
rockets too soon and suffer fail-- , x
X neck, severing his jugular vein
said
S BO
C. Keyes, homestead entry 012,762 X I ure, he declared.
SCOUTS,
so
X
"double
crosser's block off."
he
died
that
New
to
Wire
Ieased
Instantly.
g
(By Special
Mexican)
1
ATTENTION
filed February' 26 S
LLEWELLYN
SE 4 9, R X
AFTER
Del gate Andrews and W. S. X
X Sullivan leaves a wife - and
The district attorney objected vig
Melbourne," Australia, June 27 The
N, 7 E; abandonment'' ' Hearing
8PEAK EASIES. X three children who are in Ar-to the lntroductioni of the let
Hopeweu had a long talk with,
orously
new
census
the
commonwealth
gives
X
.
District Attorney W. H. Llewellyn X kansas on a visit He was a
denied.
Important meeting of the
X . President Taft on statehood.
ter, especially the reading of it, on
of Australia, consisting of New South SS to be
is vigorously stamping out the many X Modern Woodman and had
present in time. By order
Certificates Granted,
X Delegate Andrews introdiuwd
the ground that he had not had an op
Wales, Victoria, Queensland,
South X of P. C. Wilson, Scoutmaster.
saloons in his district which are do- X i many friends. A coroner's
The territorial department of edu- - X Mr. and Mrs. Yankow of Albu- jury
portunity to peruse the missive.
West Australia and Tasma X Boy Scout at 10 o'clock tomor-Australia,
business
in places of less than X exonerated Hoover from all
ing
X querque to the president.
While he was examining the letter
a
of
4,449,495
nia,
population
100
against
of F. C Wlson, Scoutmaster.
people contrary to the New Mex- - X . Llame.
(Continued on Page 8.)
SXXXXXXXXXSXXXXS 3,773,801 in 1901,
ico statutes.
(Continued on Page eight)
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THE SAXTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
NEARLY SMOTHERED.
N. C. Mrs.
Augusta
Lomax, of this place, writes: I had
smothering spell- every day, so bad
that I expected death at any time. I
could not sit up in bed. I suffered
from womanly troubles.
My nerves
were unstrung.
I had almost given
I
up all hope of ever being better.
tried Cardui, and it did me more good

Chandler,

The Little Store

"The Best

I

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

E

CERY

Southern Corner Plaza,
WE

REGISTER

GIVE

Santa Fe.

ALL

WITH

TICKETS

Telephone

CO.
No. 40.

CASH

PURCHASES.

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS

FRESH

191

When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
gines are not pumping they can be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
running it by hand power.
You can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying

to the agent.

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
Santa Fe, N.

1

1

RETAIL

&

,

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For

INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

FOOD.

ISJJJ

45

PIANOS
n

45

PIAN05

V

Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Leamard-Lindeman-

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

ten months.

They have hundreds of
In New Mexico

satisfied customers
and Arizona.

Co.

A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan
Co. will meet every customer
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way In making
oiner maxes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat
This firm has purchased over six) isfactory business transaction, not one
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

Schiller,
Victor

Jesse-Frenc-

i

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

Tbe Square Music Dealers

::

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

"

Hotel Arrivals.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

Established

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

1900

,

S5N5SS545H5SS

Saloonman Stabbed at Sunday Picnic.
F. J. Woolf, a Pueblo saloonkeeper,
was fatally stabbed three times in a
drunken brawl at a Sunday picnic
on the grounds of the Walter brewery
at Pueblo. Roy Monicle was arrested.
-

New

!

Cars of Ties on Fire.
Three cars loaded with ties caught
fire on the Santa Fe between Lake
Arthur and Artesia, Eddy county. The
ra'ddle car was practically destroyed.
The others were only slightly dam

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
A

T

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Dictionary

1
1

THE MERRIAH WEBSTER?

Sunday Riots at Cleveland.
The striking garment workers at
Cleveland, Ohio, engaged in several
riots Sunday.
One policeman was
One of the strike
badly injured.
breakers had to be taken to a hospital
and the mob threatened to wreck the
hospital when it was driven away.

tt is tha only dictionary
with the sew divided
page. A "Btroke of Geniaa."

.

ls 811 encyclopedia in
a single volume.
Because " 18 'oaepted by the
Courts, Schools and
Press as the one supreme authority.
Became

Two Arizona Girls Murderc.
Mula and Myrtle Groswick. aered 11
and 12 years respectively were drown
ed in the Salt River, 24 miles from
Globe, Arizona, and Kinsley Olds,
aged 46 years, a prospector, who had

shot away his jaw, apparently trying
to kill himself, was arrested foe mur-deHe declared that he and the

r.

Vi

j

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.

I

!

re

Because

wh0

knT0T

us
buccesa.
you about this new work.

i

WK1TB

far

HERMAN
CC.
'

1t

ipmlw
CO.,

of ntw dlTldtd

....

..
ana satisfy everyDooy
Buy them now
like them. Keep cool in Munsintr Wear I
.

ftease
will

1

!

You

Short Order at all Hours
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5X0
French Noodle Order- - 20c. a dish
New York Chop Sttey see.

Fine in Quality and Perfect Fitting, Durable and Elastic, All
sizes in au styles ror ah Ages.

I

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.,

I

P.O. Box, 219.

:

:

:

:

:

Phone 36

:

COME TO SEE US AND WE WILL SHOW YOU MANY CAMP
NECESSITIES.
HAVE YOU A STRONG KNIFE, A POCKET AXE OR WATER-PROO- F
MATCHBOX?
BUY YOUR OWN GUN AND THINGS; DON'T BORROW.
OUR LINE OF OUTING HARDWARE WILL MAKE YOU HAVE
A BULYY FINE TIME.
.

tell

ytk. t

"ilitirimTirTIlmtpMn

For Best Laundry Work
Uet leaves

''urns
'

HUUmn, SpfacfcU. Hm.

Ml

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

3oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

Phone 14

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Goal. Steam Coal.
sawea wood aod Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near a. T. 8. F, Depot

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

;

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
aDl ooimproTed City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

FOR

OiilXp
CAT

IT0Ted

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Imperial Laundry
Monday and Tuesday
Thursday and Friday.
AT O'. K. BARBER SHOP.
Ok BRQWN, AGENT

KA'F.

.ici tin.

23

Phone Red No.

It

3:
j

ft

MEN'S AND BOYS' B. V. D.'S PORUS KNIT UNDERWEAR,

Modern Residences for Rent.

cicpnottc 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents

Bttani

.

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

International

Roranut It Is a NEW CBEA-- TIOK, covering every
field of the world's thought,
action and culture. The only
new unabridged dictionary in
many years.
BecanM u deflnee over 400,000
Words t more than ever
before appeared between two
covers, njoo Pbca. 6000

aged.

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

i

k

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

ALFALFA SEED.

MUNSINO UNION SUITS

f

n

WHOLESALE

t

1903.

M

,

Phone Black 6619

M.

Incorporated

MOUlGlo

-

BLACK

1856.

LADIES' AND MEN'S UNDERWEAR

sup-Ply-

Groceries and Delicatessen
PHONE

Established

Mothers

.Drunken Man Becomes Murderer..
A drunken man at Anniston, Alabama, Sunday killed Policeman John
No young1 woman, In the Joy of
L. Cunningham, who tried to arrest
Policeman
James coming motherhood, should neglect
wounded
him;
Glasswood and V. S. McGuffln and to prepare her system for the physwas himself riddled with bullets by ical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both she and her coming
I an unknown posse.
than anything I had ever taken.
child depends largely npon the care
am better now than I ever expected
she bestows upon herself during the
Hot Sundays Elsewhere.
to be."'
Thousands of ladies have
months.
Mother's Friend
Santa Fe had the hottest day this waiting the
written similar letters, telling of the
cctant mother's syserf
merits of Cardui.
It relieved their summer Sunday, the maximum reach- prepares
tem for the coming event, and its use
At Albuquerque it makes her comfortable
headache, backache and misery, Just ing 84 degrees.
during all the
was
98
Black
in the shade; at
well term. It works with and
as it will relieve yours, if you will
for nature,
Oklahoma and
try it. Try it for your troubles today. Oklahoma, 111 degrees;
all tisby
gradually
expanding
City, 103; Kansas City, 100; Salina sues, muscles and
tendons, involved,
and McPherson, 114; Abilene, 112; and
keeping the breasts in good conEmporia, 106; Concordia, 102; Strong dition, brings the woman to the crisis
WE WISH THAT YOU COULD
One
100.
person in splendid physical condition. The
City, 111., Kinsley,
KNOW.
died and five others were prostrated
baby too is more apt to be perfect and
(By Mae Peregrine, in Alamogordo by the heat at Kansas City.
where the mother has thus
strong
News).
prepared herself for nature's supreme
You who are far! We wish that you
Excursions
on
Fatalities
Many
Sunday
function. No better advice could be
could know
and Outings.
given a young expectant mother than
The great wild beauty of New
Seventeen persons were killed by that she use Mother's Friend ; it is a
Mexico;
of the river medicine that has proven its value in
Where mountains tower, unchange the explosion of the boiler
St. Joseph, near Memphis, thousands of
packet
able, serene,
41
Fifty to sixty persons cases. Mother's
And lift white peaks above the pine Tennessee.
were injured in the collapse of a Friend is sold at
tree's green.
Three persons
We who have been the favored ones, wharf near Montreal.
were instantly killed and one fatally Write for rfree
who dwell
injured while driving across a grade book for expect- Among the hills their wonders we
crossing Sunday near Grand Rapids, ant mothers which contains much
would tell
Twenty members of a valuable information, and many sugThe charm of their vast mysterious- - Michigan.
German singing
society
returning gestions .of a helpful nature.
ness.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Co.
from a picnic near Chicago, were
injured Sunday evening in
seriously
We wish that you could know this a collision of
trolley cars. Eight per- ington, D. C; C. A. Krueger, City; F.
land of health;
sons were injured in an acetylene R.
Lavelle, Denver.
See broken men made over by its explosion at the
Stanley hotel in
Montezuma.
wealth
Colorado.
Park,
Of sunshine. There's a bountiful
;
J. D. Hand, Los Alamos; E. B.
Frank
Albuquerque;
Schwentker,
Stabbed Himself.
And we who revel in it know not why
Clarence Iden,
Greidenweis,
Dallas;
of
a
rancher
Carlos
San
Herrera,
Such riches should be poured upon
Ignacio, Bernalillo county, yesterday Las Vegas; George P. Williamson,
the spot
while at Ranchos de Atrisco stabbed,' Glorieta; Albert Brown, Wyncote,
Where we have made our blooming I, :
v.
:
i
in i 4i
i j Penn.; Frank Wettengell, William F.
garden-plot- .
' '
Ml
J,
a
win
lias
uie.
iie
iiivciy
large lain- - Wettengell, Pittsburg; Mr. and Mrs.
We only know that we have found
for
Porter, Hodges; W. B. Johnson, Ok
No
his
motive
at
.
ily.
attempt
them here;
lahoma City; B. S. Phillips, Truchas;
suicide is known.
That they have brought us life, and
F. S. Blackmar, Espanola; George W.
health, and cheer.
Sears, Albuquerque; John D. Johnson
Death of Young Man.
We wonder if you know that there
Vincent' Paul Vail, aged 21 years, Washington; W. C. Roberts, Albuis room,
S. Cleghorn, Sam- Mrs.
That all unselfishly we bid you come died at Albuquerque yesterday of tu- querque; Mrs. John
R. Pltner, ChatJohn
merville;
berculosis.
had
been
He
for
studying
And be a power in. the newest state,
To help us build it well so strong, so the priesthood and came to Albuquer tanooga, Tenn.; J. H. Otey, Denver;
que two months ago from Cleveland, E. F. De Charney, Deming; William
great,
Schumaker, Durango; John H. PolA commonwealth, that
Uncle Sam Ohio.
lard, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Dobledy,
will own
Schmidt Case Decided.
Cheyenne, Wyo.
This son with pride, when it is larger
The case of Franz H. Schmidt, trusCoronado. "
grown.
Come, for we need you in New Mex tee, versus the Bank of Commerce, a
Marietta Wetherill, Will Finn,
suit which was an outgrowth of the Cuba;
ico;
Santiago Herrera, Embudo; J.
Mar-cia- l,
at
N.
J.
San
Broyles bankruptcy
We wonder if you wouldn't like to
L. Castillo, J. Castillo, Albuquerque;
denow
is
for
settled
all time, a
know.
Acension Chaves, Galisteo; J. W. Col
cision in favor of Schmidt having li
Estancia. Manuel Ortiz," Nambe;
B
M. P. Chavez, San Rafael; Zacarias
.
1 of appea. , s in
circuit court
St. Paul, Padln
gaa aRfael R Qranit
MOUND THE STATE
Minn., recently. It will be remember rlllos.
ed that the case was argued before
Judge Ira A. Abbott in the second Ju- e of
Sold Whisky Without License.
dicial district court, the plaintiff win- 0h,; Cityss. r Toledo'
Thomas Birchfleld was arrested at ning a favorable decision. An appeal i
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Roswell for selling whisky without was taken to the supreme court of
a license.
New Mexico, in which court the Ab- - 18 semor Par"ier or tne firm or F. J.
bott decision was aftirmed. The de-- cheney & ".. doing business in the
Forest Fires Near Raton.
fendants appealed to the United C"y of Toledo, County and State afore-State- s
A forest fire is raging on the Woot-topay
circuit court of appeals in St. 8ald' n
estate on the Raton mountains. Paul. On the
?ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR for
ground that the circuit ea
Very case f Catarrh that
Campers are said to be responsible.
anhd
court of appeals has no authority to
review a bankruptcy case after a deci- Cure""
tarrh
Jews to Fight White Slavery.
sion has been made by the supreme
The Jewish Order of B'nai B'rith court of New
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Mexico, the circuit
in convention at Denver, is consider- court
Sworn t0 before me and subscribed
of appeals gave a decision very
ing ways and means to stamp out quickly after the arguments vere
Presence, this 6th day of Decem- white slavery.
A. W. GLEASON,
there will be no further litigation aa
Irrigation Reservoir Bursts.
Schmidt-BanNotary Public.
as
tLe
far
of
Commerce
(sa')
The big Atkinson reservoir, conHall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
is
case
concerned.
taining 6,000 acre feet of water, near
ally and acts directly on the blood and
Grand Junction, Colorado, burst Sunmucous surfaces of the system. Send
and
of
drowned
head
cattle
5,000
day
for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo, O.
Sued By McCarley.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Palace.
C. D. McCarley of Santa Fe has
Take Hall's Family Pills for
F. J. Settlele, Denver; J. S. Van
brought suit at Albuquerque against
colL.
Neb.;
to
Pelt,
Percy
Danbury,
Wilson,
George
Burgess of Socorro
W. D. Murray, Silver City; Solomon
lect on a note for $160.
Luna, Los Lunas; R. P. Rueth, Crami- ta; Clem Russell, Denver; Mr. and!
Had Foot Cut Off.
W. H. KERR
Albino Canones had his foot cut off Mrs. C. A. Bishop, H.. R. McGibbon,
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
while working for the Santa Fe at City; J. Eaton, Las Vegas; George Phone us. we will be glad to call for
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, and was Hayward, City; F. L. Kinney, Thomas your laundry on Monday! and Tues- taken to the company hospital at Las Henry, Dawson; W. C. Barnes, Wash- - days and deliver on Thursdays and
Vegas.
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Justice of Peace Sued.
are mended and buttons sewed on
Suit was filed at Albuquerque by
your shirts without extra charge.
Antonio J. .Duran against Justice of
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
the Peace Jose E. Romero, for $1,000
on
for
false
damages
imprisonment
WEBSTElfc
the charge of "confusedness."
Es-te- s

CAKES

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

girls had gone in swimming and he
had been shot from ambush.

-

BREAD

DENVER

TUESDAY, JUNE 27, 1911.

Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

&L 'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

When hi Need of Anything
in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers furnished.

Don Caspar Ave.

IV.

TUESDAY, JUNE 27, 1911.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
ACT QUICKLY.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Delay Has Been Dangerous In Santa
Fe.
Do the right thlLg at the ngnt time.
Act quickly in times of danger.
Bachache is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.

Cure all distressing, dangerous kidarrival of ney ills.
arrives at Plenty of evidence to prove this.
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria St, Santa
Fe, N. M.. says:
any other "I have had
no severe return attack
and good of
kidney trouble since using
team.
Pills several years ago. Now
Aeaa. to M3c
TSilaj
and then I have suffered from backaa.tr
Comfoitkblt,
ache but at such times Doan's Kidney
Pills have given prompt and positive
relief. For a long time I was made
miserable by attacks of kidney com
We Have Built Up
plaint and my back was often so lame
and painful that I could scarcely do
anything. I did not sleep well and no
matter whether I were lying down or
standing up, the trouble was in evidence.
The kidney secretions annoyed me both day and night by their
irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After several remedies had failed to help me, I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills and they
lived up to all the claims made for
them. I never hesitate to say a good
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when
opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered back

sy
FARE

.

REGATTA

AT.

EE
Fourteen Crews From Five
Big Universities in Annual Contest

Doan-Kidne- y

.

$5.00

n
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Foster-Milbur-

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have

States.
Remember the name
the take no other.

Doan's

and

modern facility for furnishing
very beat rough or dressed
'
Lumber
If you want anything on earth tn
et every description. , We are thus a New Mexican Want Ad.
enabled to make the very beet prices
tor Lumber of such high grade.
Foley Kidney Pills contain Just the
r?e will be pleased to figure on your ingredients necessary to regulate anl
contracts.
strengthen th action of the kidneys
and bladder. Try them yourself. For
sale by all druggists.
.

Charles W. Dudrow

ROWING

PAGE THREE

Pensylvania; 1899, Pensy!vania; 1900, ! No. 23, Cionoguitas, Kpimento Mon- Pennsylvania; 1901, Conull; ij()2, tano, Ramon Baca; No. 20, Rio
Cornell; 1903, Cornell; 1:"4, Syracuse
Romolo Benavidcs; No. 2S, Los
1903, Cornell;
1906, Cornell;
1907, Cuartlos,
I)ls Quintana; No. 30,
Cornell; 190S, Syracuse; 1'ju9, Cor- Agua Fria, Fabian
Loiez; No. 34, Venell ;1910, Cornell.
nus, G. A. Melterbarge'r; No. 35, CeFreshman Eights: IXiG, Cornell; dar Grov?, W. O.
Kays. The follow1897, Yale; 1898, (held at Saratoga) ing districts were
not represented:
WisconUhmj,
Cornell; ISM), Cornell;
No. 12, 14, 15, 1C, 17. 21, 22, 27, and 29.
sin; 1901, Pennsylvania; 1102, Cornell; 1903, Cornell; 1904, Syracuse;
1906, Syracuse;
1907,
1905, Cornell;
Wisconsin; 190S, Cornell; l'joa, Cor-nell; 1910, Cornell.
University Fours: ISM, Pennsyl-

1

MINES

AND MllilNB

RIVER

vania; 1900, Pennsylvania: 1'Ml. CorLordsburg.
nell; 1902, Cornell; 190:1, Cornell;
Twenty-fou- r
cars of ore were ship1306,
1904, Cornell; 1903, Syracuse;
Cornell Eight Is Splendid Com- Cornell; 1907, Syracuse; 1911S, Syra- ped from Lordsburg, Grant county,
last week. The Monte Rico company
cuse; 1909, Cornell; 1910, Cornell.
bination and Will Likely
The records of the Poughkeepsie is driving a tunnel into the north
Only the woman who has tried knows
Win Victory.
course are as follows:
University side of Lee's peak. A day and night
' There
are
shift
what
are
employed.
2,
comfort and relief a New Perfection
four
Conull,
very
July
miles;
eights
s.; Freshman eights heavily mineralized otitcropiiings on
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican, 1901, 18m. 53
Cook-stov- e
Oil
brings into the kitchen.
2 miles; Cornell, July 2. 1909, 9 m. the peak.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., June, 27 One
It is not only that the New Perfection cooks
Sierra County.
hundred and twelve oarsmen repre- 11
s.; University fours 2 miles;
so welL'
The U. S. Treasury Mining comCornell. July 2. 1909, 10 m. 1 s.
It saves so much work in other
Universities,
senting five American
There
are no
ways.
pany in the Black Range in sinking
and divided into fourteen crews, will
ashes to clean
up before going to bed ; no fire to bank for
a shaft struck a vein of water that
COUNTY INSTITUTE NOTES.
engage this afternoon in the great an j
the night. Everything is ready for cooking in the
sent water out of the shaft like a
nual regatta of the Intercollegiate
morning
stream
from
at a touch of a match.
the
of
nozzle
of
fire
hose.
a
Tfjowing Association,
composed
was
lecture
banner
The
water
in
7x13
day
the
25
rose
shaft
Yesterday
SyColumbia, Cornell, Pennsylvania,
You are saved from an overheated kitchen; saved
at the institute. Many visitors ad- feet in one night and pumps have
racuse, and Wisconsin.
from
soot and dirt; saved from chopping wood and
to
were
and
be
the
high
The regatta will be held on the dressed
teachers,
kept going to clear the shaft
carryHudson River on what is known as in their commendation of the work The Hiltscher Brothers have started
ing coal. In the kitchen or the laundry, for the lightest or
the Poughkeepsie course, a straight, carried on by them. Conductor Brum-bac- k their dry-orthe most elaborate meal vnn will finrJ U M
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beginning
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Perfection
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e
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Several cars of rich ore
Gallegos related the history of educa smelter.
Continental Oil Company
beginning one mile north of. the tion in New Mexico, and called atten- are being taken out by the Bohemian
Bridge and finishing one mile south tion to comparisons of past and pres Mining company.
(Incorporated)
Three New York- of the Bridge.
ent conditions, and to the many im experts are looking over the Seventy- Challenge provements, that have been introduc Six and other mines owned by Mrs.
Trophy. The Kennedy
Trophy Cup, presented in 1899 by ed by the department of education. Bremen. Besides silver, the Chloride
these cases Mr. Safford personally querque, the second largest financial
Davidson Kennedy, Pennsylvania, to
His remarks were well taken by the Flat ores carry a large amount of directed their affairs
until they were institution in New Mexico, and the
be held by the winner for one year.
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again on a sound basis
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suit.
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having schaum company which owns claims cials and in each of these cases Mr. trict and municipal bonds and indebCornell.
Course Positions: 1, Cornell; 2, Col- taught in Johnson and Henry coun- nortn ot Silver City, also intends to Safford has succeeded in collecting tednesses which are very hard to
from either the defaulting office, or dispose of on the eastern market
It has made
of
umbia; 3, Wisconsin; 4, Syracuse; 5, ties, Missouri, for the past ten years, resume.
his bondsmen every penny of public, We congratulate Mr. Safford on the
comes highly recommended as an its product from time to shipments
and
time.
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instructor.
The first section of the Chino com- money which they had failed to ac- success he has made as a public ofThird Race.
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5, Wisconsin.
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Edmund Hamm came to Taos on
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5:30 o'clock, is just fourteen minutes college.
Sunday afternoor for the purpose of
before
the ebb tide will be stron-esSuperintendent John V. Conway getting ten Indians to dig a ditch
The Freshman race will start last evening received a telephone mes- for power for the reduction plant
at the beginning of the ebb tide and sage from Hon. Alfredo Lucero, of of the Hamm Milling ' and Mining
race will be Santa Cruz, notifying him of the very CoC's' plaint.
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rowed practically in dead water. If serious illness of Mrs. Amado Cruz, and sent them out Monday morning.
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, for
Most of them, however, about an hour and a half, and then de resignation as Traveling Auditor of
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directors, on what their duties ago, and during which time heyears
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men
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parative merits of the contestants in cers in charge of the education of the
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financial
every
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The several matches rowed by Conway interpreted Mr. Clark's ad- saction of the county clerk and
LUTZ, Agent, SANTA FE, N. M.
three of the colleges with Annapolis dress. After the addresses were con county commissioners is reported to
went into' pri the Traveling Auditor's office at the
give some basis for comparison be cluded, the directors
tween Columbia, Pennsylvania and vate session, and the following offi capital and a duplicate set of books
Columbia defeated An- cers were elected to serve during the is kept there for each of the counties
Syracuse.'
These books are
napolis by three lengths In the match ensuing year: Telesfor Rivera of San in the territory.
race and again defeated the middies ta Fe, was elected president; Beatrlz kept by experts and the work is better and In a more intelligible form
il
in the American Henley at Philadel- Vigil of Santa Fe, secretary; and
of Santa Fe, secretary; and. Do- - than in almost any of the counties.
Annapolis defeated Syracuse
phia.
by three lengths and Pennsylvania naciano Angel og Galisteo, treasurer. This system covers not only current
also lost to the naval cadets by half The following corresponding commit- business, but full information on all
a length. Read who stroked Penn tee wes elected: W. O. Kays, Venus, bonds, interest charges, and other
A
sylvania so handsomely to second Valentin Montoya of Santa Fe and matters pertaining to each county.
duplicate set is also kept which shows
place in the Poughkeepsie regatta last Patricio Garcia of Cow Springs.
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It is at once realized how beneficial the conditions at any time of the
Annapolis spring race and in that an organization of this character will penitentiary, insane asylum and the
event he strained his side so severely be to the Santa Fe county public eight or ten 'educational institutions
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whatever.
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Stanley,
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District No. 11. Nick Montoya;
combination and they will not be deftboat tbe wonderful
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The Intercollegiate Rowing Races trict No. 19, Cow Springs, Juan Man
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:
SO
Roswell at U
a. m, arsince 1895, when the Poughkeepsie uel Angel, Patricio Garcia; District
For further , Information, write the
rive In Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.
course was - established; and the No.20, Chimayo, Victoriano Ortega,
Roswell
Auto Co., Roswell, N. H.
No.
Glori
23,
proxy
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follows,Miguel
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"What a Relief!
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THE. VAUG HAN RANCH
-

'

(Old

Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Cold Pure Spring

Best of Food

Best of Beds

No Invalids

Water
$15 a Week

-

Eight-oarde-

n

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos

Telegraph Glorieta

New Mexico Military

d

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Arm) officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
Ufa
flTuat nmnnnt nf nruin ftlr wnrlr
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in. the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
t

season.

d

t.

Fourth of July

four-oare- d

.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges..
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:

Celebration at Santa

DE. VARGAS PAGEANT
Races, Base Ball and Other

GamesBand Concerts

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

Fireworks and Grand
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our paironage.
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
139 Red

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
EAST
SANTA FE, N.

Chicago,
St Louis.

$50.35
-

44.35

(TH
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mulligan

Don-Vig-

Santa Fe, N.M

,

in Evening

SPECIAL
RATE
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I havft.

Phone
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS!
"MSU""

-

TO
-

$64.95

Denver,!,

21.19

Buffalo,-

ROSWELL

ROSWELL,

a,

New York,

76.35

Colorado Sp'gs,

Boston,

75.95

Pueblo,

LOW RATES

- - -

18.15

16.35

TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
THE UNITED STATES. CANADA and MEXICO

LIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP OVER PRIVILEGES.

;
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JFor further, particulars, we any 5anta Fe Agent.
S. LUTZ, Agent,
; SANTA FE, N.
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W. STQCKARD, MANAGER
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BULLY FOR ALBUQUERQUE!
At least for the Albuquerque Morning Journal. It urges Albuquerque
auto owners to come to Santa Fe
on the Fourth and it is believed in
Santa Fe that they will come. What
a pity that the Scenic Highway
across to the Pecos is not completed.
Santa Fe would show the visitors
such mountain scenery as can not
be surpassed anywhere.
But aside
from that, the trip to Santa Fe should
be worth while to the Duke City auto
pwners, in a business way and for
pleasure. Santa Fe wants to demon
strate to the territory that there is
a way to celebrate the Fourth- that is
a great improvement upon the old,
explosive style. Incidentally, Santa
Fe is cool, is shady, is hospitable and
has so much to show to visitors that
one day will not cover
of
the attractions. The latch string is
out; there will be open house and
something doing every minute. The
roads are ' fine and the welcome is
hearty not only to auto owners but
to every one else. Says the Journal:
"The late Senor de Vargas who
clanked down the streets of the Ciu-daReal de Santa Fe de San Francisco de Assissi some few decades before the present generation came on
the scene, will promenade the thoroughfares of the capital of New Mexico again on the Fourth of July next in
counterfeit presentment with his panoply of conquest and retinue of mailed warriors as of yore. De Vargas
will tramp a considerably superior
variety of road to that which he
traversed in entering Santa Fe on
the first occasion; and there is perhaps no one thing which shows more

NEW MEXICAN

THE NEW 7ALXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGE$,
and Superintendent.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fa Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
26
Dally, per week, by carrier
Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
Dally, per month, by mail..... .65 Weekly, per year
Xteily, per year, by mail........ 7.00 Weekly, per quarter

$3.50
1.00
2.00
f.A

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
anion the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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TUESDAY, JUNE 27, 1911.

Fidelity and Deposit Company
OF MARYLAND

'

WRITES AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, PROTECTING
OWNERS AGAINST DAMAGES TO THE PUBLIC
.
through the use of Automobiles, and it is a very Important
and necessary kind of llNMJKArNCt.

For Rates, Etc., Call On or Address,
THE MOt JLTONESPE COMPANY
SANTA FE, N. M

GENERAL AGENTS,

J. B. READ, Cashier,
P. MclUME, Assists Caster.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

- $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surpliisend Undivided Profit TfaasacU zrmeml immHme hwr

(

before the Territorial Supreme Court.
STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.
Office:
Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M.
The regular annual meeting of the
stockholders of the New Mexican
HARRY D. MOULTON
Printing Company will be held at the
office of the company in the city of
Santa Fe at 7:30 o'clock p. m. on Mon
Attorney-at-Laday, July 10th, 1911. All stockholders
will take notice and govern themselves accordingly.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Santa Fe, N. M.
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the use of asphalt instead of something about it. New Mexico Rlchter, 3b
...4 2 0 0 2 1 and I felt all tired out and miserable..
loupe grown on 6,000 acres in a new
wood blocks, in the down News.
Dorsey, 2b
4 p 1 3 0 0 I saw Foley Kidney Pills advertised
district of the west, but although the creosoted
town streets. "I am convinced that
Colbert, p
2 0 0 0 2 0 end got a bottle and took them ac
vines made prolific growth the crop
Corich, p
Attacks on Officials.
.....2 0 0 0 1 0 cording to directions and results
of ripe melons amounted to almost croosoted wood blocks make the best
I showed almost at once.
The pain and
There was something the pavement for ordinary traffic," said This is "one" on Judge McFie's de
nothing.
.40 5 9 24 7 3 dizzy headaches left me, my eyesight
matter ,with the soil
there always the mayor. "I recommended their use tractors whose ambition to create, a Totals
an
as
several
experi- vacancy on the supreme bench, and
years ago, and,
became clear and today I can say I
is in a new country at the outset
Santa Fe
sent them
AH R H PO A E am a well woman, thanks to Foley
but just what it was not known, prob ment, ha'lf of the Rush street bridge whose
jealousy
was paved with the blocks. The way to
Santa Fe
AB R H PO A E Kidney Pills. For sale by all drugWashington to fight his appoint
ably a lack of humus. It is a long
' "r.
This Frye, rf , . .
2 2 2 0 0 gists. '. h
r"
road from the canteloupe bed to the those blocks wore was phenomenal. I ment and then his confirmation.
,' r
..3
table where the melons are served don't believe, however, that genuine
personal fight business is felt in near
recreosote
blocks
oil
used
the
in
is
with cracked ice in their centers.
ly every town in New Mexico. Las
cently laid."
Cruces among them. It is high time
for Railroads.
All of the offices of the railway as
that men learned that their little perFoley's Kidney Remedy.
sonal differences cannot be put up as
sociations making their headquarters
in Chicago may be housed in one sky Is particularly recommended for reasons for public abuse of those in
chronic
and
cases of kidney
bladder high places, and time also that every
scraper, for convenience and economy. This will bring together nearly trouble. It tends to regulate and con place where personal aggrlevement is
fifteen freight and passenger associa trol the kidney and bladder actions used to delay the business or Interest
.12, 13,
10,
100 and is healing, strengthening and brac of the public that the person offendtions, representing more than
railroads. A committee has been ap ing. For sale by all druggists.
ing should be called to account in as
public a way as the offense was compointed, representing both the freight
mitted. Judge McFie is too broad a
and passenger organizations, to study
man to demand redress on his enethe question further, obtain proposals
EDITORIAL FLUSHES
mies by his friends but these should
for bids for the new building, and
see
to it that the offendess are made
which
a
be
will
later
prepare
report,
OH
RAILROADS
to feel that their lost cause is a most
taken up by the associations as a
Good for Roswell.
whole. At present the association
unpopular one. Rio Grande RepubIt is not many cities that
lican.
headquarters are scattered through va
in these times of higher prices to cut
rious
the
Tribune
building,
buildings,
Write for Premium List and Program.
From 52 to 80 Degrees That was
Railway Exchange building, the Great the levy, but Roswell, under the di
Northern building and the Rookery. rection of the dry administration, has the range In temperature yesterday
It is expected that bid's for the new been enabled to do that very thing, and the average relative humidity
B. McMANUS,
ISAAC BARTH,
headquarters building will be receiv and never before were so many im was 28 per cent Yesterday was someed soon. The railroad executives provements made or the city in such what windy and dusty. The highest
Secretary-Manage- r.
President.
are making a vigorous and sincere ef- good condition generally. Roswell velocity of the wind was 36 miles en
fort to bring about economies and to Daily Record.
j ,,
hour from the east at 2 a. mv The
lowest temperature last night was 61
improve efficiency in order to make
Prohibition Brinoa Proanerltv.
up the shrinkage in earnings shown
degrees.
The conditions wpi-- never better
Hilario Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.; in the pleadings to the interstate
Notice for Publication.
A Leading California Druggist
in
Roswell than toriav. aa evidenced
commerce
commission.
of
One
the
Dem-eriof
Teofilo
N.
M.;
Herrera,
Lamy,
(07533. )
Pasadena, Calif.. March 9, 1911. '
I
men
reof
such
is
the
written
most
efforts
of
successful
by
that
:
testimony
of
Ribera,
Pecos, N. M.; Jesus
and Co.,
Copy to forest supervisor, Pecos,
Foley
Gentlemen: We
ducing the personal injury and freight as E. A. Cahoon, John W. Poe, J. F. have sold and
Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.
N. M.
recomended Foley's
damage claims by increasing the safe Hinkle. and srnrpH nt nthers. Prohi
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Department of the Interior,
seems to have been a good Honey and Tar Compound for years.
movement
bition
of
of
and
train
ty
employ
N.
M.,
We believe it to be one of the most
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
Register.
ment In the enormous losses in thing for Roswell in a financial as efficient
June 13, 1911.
expectorants on the market
sense.
and
well
as
a
moral
wrecks
and
the
mishaps,
physical
delays
TO AND PROM HOSWELL
no opiates or narcotics it
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto
Containing
become
Roswell
the
has
Record.
greatest
Daily
interruption
Connections made with Automobile
can be given frely to children.
"
Ortls, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
to
traffic but the other items run inat Vaughn for Roswell, dally. to tens of millions
'
Enough of the remedy can he taken to
9, made Homestead, No. 9530, for NE line,
'
A Booster.
per year in the
section 36, township 15 N, range Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- aggregate.
Hon. Thomas P. Gable, territorial relieve a cold, as It has no nauseat11 E, has filed notice of intention to well at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at RosWater Transportation.
Dates of Sale, June 27th to JOtb, July 1st to 5th.
game and fish warden is sending out ing resuit and does not Interfere
Return limit, Sepproof, to estab- well at 3:30 p. m. Automouile leaves
Yours very truly, C.
make final five-yea-r
As the largest interior shipping a large number of pamphlets entitled with digestion.
1911.
Liberal
Stop-Ovtember
15th,
6
Privileges.
lish claim to the land above described, Roswell for Vaughn at p. ra. The point in the country and the origina- The Lure of Mountain, Stream and H. Ward Drug company, C. L, Parsons
before register or receiver, U. 8. Land fare between Santa F and Torrance tor of a vast amount of water-born- e
Forest," to game wardens throughout Secy, and Treas." Get the original
Por further particulars call on
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st is $6.80 and between Torrance and traffic, Chicago is keenly interested In the United States, the object being Foley's Honey end Tar Compound in
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on auto a comparison of rates which shows to dispel the ides gotten abroad that the yellow package.
For sale by all
any agent of the Santa Pe
day of July, 1911.
mobile by wire. J. W. gtoekard.
that the charges for transportation in this section of New Mexico Is ex druggists. ,
Claimant names at witnesses:

St. Louis Rocky Mi.
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ASK FOR TICKETS

1-- 3

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

1

From Santa Fe

$2XrtE&

THE

y

j

EAST

run-mer-

BEST

MHH.BtHMIWIlHW

WEST

EUGENE FOX,

l,

SPfcNU

Tilt

4 iH Or JULY

j

j

IN SANTA FE.

GRAND CELEBRATION
De Vargas Pageant,
Races, Base Ball Game,
Band Concert,

I

and Fire Works,

TRIP J

13

finndp

and4.
Sale'July
Return Limit, July 6.

Ticket?

I

New Mexico State

Fi

.

Sky-Scrap-

ALBUQUERQUE,

October 9,

3

14,1911,

II,

EXCURSION RATES

S CALIFORNIA

.

San Francisco, $45.20

j

ALL

EXCURSIONS

Returning via Ogden, $56.50.
Returning via Portland, $62.50

can-affor-

JOHN

June

27

to July 5, Aug.

7

to II.

"

...

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20

a

'

o

June

August 14th to 17th.

1st

to September 30th,

$41.90

Portland, Seattle :and Tacoma,

1

,

Direct Routes,

$55.00

v

,

II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
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QUESTIONS

Want

to Know if Runner Must Return to Base After Batter has

rule-make-

HOW COLLINS GOT HIS START
Played With Athletics Under Assumed
Name of Sullivan to Retain Standing at Columbia.
Have you ever heard how Eddie
star baseman of the Athletics,
made his debut in baseball as a member of the Mackmen? This is the
story from the sensational Backer
himself:
, "I was in my senior year at Columbia when a scout found me up at Rut

Col-lin- s,

ADVERTISING

v

'

Sullivan.
"I made the whole trip and went
bck to college, got my degree and
teen came back to the Athletics after
commencement I played under my
own name then, of course, but It was
came
funny In Chicago. One, writer
'
out with a note and said: 'The young
fellow who now la playing under the
name of Collins has been In the league
before, and his right name la
Tan."
'

Cub Discards Doing Well.
A glance through National league
batting orders reveals that Cub discards are ripping the cover off the
ball. Luderua and Ingerton, for tar

Accommodating

'

contract

for the

advertising

space is concluded it will look
expensive. But, that is a shortsighted policy.
The proper time to estimate
the cost of advertising is when
the year's business has rolled
by and you have before you by
the side of your outlay your
gross Income. It Is upon this
basis that advertising shows up
most favorably and justifies the
statement that the most expensive thing you can do Is not to

advertise.
To Illustrate, suppose you are
a shoe dealer with a ten thousand dollar stock. How many
pairs of shoes will you have to
sell to make one hundred dollars In profit? Comparatively
few, considering the number In
your stock. Yet there are hundreds of shoe dealers with a
ten thousand dollar stock who
apparently prefer to have their
shelves and their basements
present an accumulation of stale
styles rather than pay out one
hundred dollars in newspaper
advertising. To many of these
this amount expended in advertising would go far toward moving their goods and turning into

ears for a generation. They want he

words so arranged that they may shed
a new luster upon the entire surroundings. And there are so many ways of

presenting the same thought that the
permutations of language give a new
meaning to the most commonplace
r
subject
Modern advertising has this thought
constantly In view. We no longer set
men at carrying bricks, but we strive
by various other means to attract at
tention. We know that the business
man no longer enjoys being hum
bugged at least not during business
hours. But he does enjoy the novel,
though It must be genuine. He will
listen with Interest to the old story
told In a new form, but It must be
given In a bright manner. Make your
copy "different" If you would make
it profitable. Be clear, concise, origl
nal in expression. The skillful turn
may prove the dividing line between
success and failure.
More Than Name Necessary.
newspaper Is not the place In
which to show a signboard.
Merely
printing the name of some article
without telling something about It
won't pay.
"A

A good many advertisers have
failed because more force waa
spent upon the making of the
promise than upon Its fuflllment

Goods Necessary.
Advertising sells goods but then
you must nave the goods.
Good

Doctor.
A Creel Deceiver.
She calls him "Pet"'
And likewise "Honey,"
But Jiar heart is et
On alimony.

that .coal?

'

A Suggestion.

'

"Hiram," said the politician's wife,
"did you say we must economise T
"Bmphattaslly. '
"Well, how would It do to move Into
one of tboee districts where TOtea cost
only a dollar apleoer

Ping Bodle, Popularly Known as "Fence Buster.'
Since Comiskejtput his first Chicago outfielders.
He has tested an average
American league team in the field one of ten per year and out of the lot
cold, rainy, muddy day in the early not one spoiled the reputation of the
spring of 1900, he has had everything team as a collection of hitless wonin the way of entertainment for his ders until he grabbed Ping Bodie from
thousands of fans that the game 6f San Francisco. There have been false
baseball provides, except one. He alarms who hit like a house afire for
has had the greatest pitchers, the clev- a few days and then joined the proceserest field generals, the greatest base sion of hasbeens.
But Ping has playrunners, the brainiest fieldrs, the most ed long enough to prove his worth.
highly developed .team play and a He is the genuine goods a real hit
world's championship.
ting wonder the man Comiskey and
But he never could find a
his managers have been searching for
outfielder. He has tried scores of through ten years of baseball.

628.

HENRY HOPES TO GET TIGERS

Third Baseman Byrne of the Pittsburg
Pirates Says Predictions Are

Dissipating Them,
la a sroochv unrt at mim
Mo matte rbow often you meat him!

"Jam

ne always nas a cup on am about

her.-

-

"Yes, but the other day ho mad one
oi tne Diggest renews I ever saw, mad,
and the fellow went for him and
made the china fly." .

The American league percentages In
their order are as follows: Athletics,
.578;

Chicago, .541; Detroit, .641,
Cleveland, .534; New York, .611; Boston, .510; St. Louis, .433; Washington,
.355. The Washingtons have the lowest percentage of victories in either
league, but there is less difference between the lowest and highest in this
league for the reason that the successful teams have not won as often as
the stronger teams in the National.

hard-hittin- g

Catcher
Will

of Washington Americans
Endeavor to Make Good
Showing Against Detroit.

rises up in
one who has
fellow men,"
Bessie L. Putnam.
Washington
In speaking of advertising methods,
backstop, "and who knows but that
P. T. Barnum once said: "I thoroughly we will succeed
against the Detroit
understand the art of advertising, not team where the other
teams of tbe
I
which
have
by
merely
printer's Ink,
league have failed? That is, win a
conI
used
to
always
freely, and which
majority of the games of the series
fess myself so much Indebted for my with the Tigers. Of course, 1 regret
success, but by turning every possible the accidents to Street and Alnsmitb,
circumstance to my account. It was because I realize that both are bet- my monomania to make the museum
a town wonder and town talk." Barnum acted upon the premise that
This
people liked to be humbugged.
may have been true in the days when
people were hunting for the biggest
circus In the world. But It is quite
the reverse now, though some other
salient points are tbe same. The brick
man who mystified the crowd might
be taken now els a practical joke, but
as a rule people detest anything savoring of the humbug or fraud.
Yet they do want be unique, the unusual. They want things said in a
new way, even if they are on the old
subject which has been sounded In the

James (roused by noises In his back
yard) Hullo, whet are you taking

;
Burglar (Judging franknes to be tbe
beet policy) Anywhere you Hke,
auvnor it's your coal Punch.

Since the National league has been
composed of its present circuit, which
was formed in 1900, its teams have
played 6,462 games, these not including ties or protested games thrown
out. The American league's present
circuit began with the season of 1903,
and its clubs have played 4,995 games.
Every baseball follower has a pretty clear idea of what the clubs of the
big leagues do against one auotner
year by year, but his mind does not
run back to the work of the di?went
teams in the combined years. He
knows that Pittsburg, New York and
Chicago have made most of the. running in the National ieague from 1900
on 1900 was the year in which the
National league was cut from 12 to 8
cities but he has practically no conception of how many each of these
three has won in the entire 11 years.
The figures show that the American
league clubs have been more evenly
matched In strength than those of the
National. There have been individual
years in which there was little to
choose from in this respect, but taking
the life of each league as a whole and
there 1b much less difference between
the greatest and smallest percentage
of the first and last club in the American than in the National. The highest
percentage for the eight combined
years In the American league is .578
and the lowest .433, a difference of 145
points; In the National league the
greatest percentage is .622 and the
smallest .414, a difference of ?08
points.
The Pittsburg have the highest percentage in the National league .622
for the total winnings of 11 years. The
order of the others is as follows: Chicago, .604; New York, .569; Cincinnati,
.471;
.480; Philadelphia,
Brooklyn,
.441; St. Louis, .414; Boston, .390.
Only three of the eight clubs have
won more than half of their total
games New York, Chicago and Pittsburg. The number of contests won
by each club is as follows: Pittsburg,
996; Chicago, 9S4; New York, 918;
Philadelphia, 7S7; Cincinnati, 781;
Brooklyn, 717; St. Louis, 651; Boston,

cost in connection with advertising. He also knows that in
addition to paying his space rate
there is an expense in preparing
the advertising and buying such
suitable
illustrations as are
needed.
Still, there is truth in the
statement that was made at the
outset of this talk. It all depends upon when you make your
estimate, whether or not advertising costs you anything. It will
be granted that if you make
your estimate as soon as your

Conditions the Reverse of When P. T.
Barnum Lived, Although People
Still Like the Unique.

"As he bumped me out, Connie
stuck out'his hand and said, 'How do
Come right
you do, Mr. Sullivan!
along with me.' He topk me down
behind the grand stand and I practiced there for three day.
"The western trip opened at Chicago and I played under the name ol

Work cf National and American
Leagues Since Forcing Into Present Circuits Pittsburg Best.

By GEORGE S. BANTA.

THE AD THAT IS DIFFERENT

office.

SOME GOOD BASEBALL FACTS

"It costs nothing to advertise
the expense lies In not advertising," it has been said. Every
business man who has ever done
any advertising at the rate of
ten cents to one hundred dollars
an inch, knows that there Is a

IMIMIMI

land, Vt., playing shortstop for that
team in the Northern league.
The
scout asked me how I would like to
Join Connie, but 1 told him I did not
want to lose playing for Columbia the
senior year. He said that would be
fixed up all right and I could travel
under an assumed name.
"So I went down to Philadelphia
and out to the clubhouse, which was
oc the old grounds at Columbia avenue. Connie's office had two rooms,
and he was In the inside office. Tim
Murnane, the baseball writer, was
In tbe Inner office when I showed up.
"Connie could look out and spot
anybody coming in. Tim and several
of the local reporters were there, too.
I remember Connie saw me and he
did not want Tim to get wise, so he
got up out of his chair, ran to the
door and pushed me into the outer

OUTFIELDER

COST

cash In hand shoes now allowed
to gather dust and take up room
which belongs to styles several
seasons more modern.
Think of advertising In this
light. This is the only logical
view in which to look at it.
Don't wisely wag your head and
say, "Advertising's too expensive for me." Rather say to yourself, "Haven't I been looking at
the elephant's tall instead of the
whole elephant? Can I afford
not to advertise?"

Eddie Collins.

HITTING WHITE SOX

WHEN TO FIGURE

Knocked Foul Ball.
A great many questions asked by '
uaseDau fans are not worth printing,
tut here la one that will make you
top and ponder:
A man at bat and a man on first
base. Man on first base attempts to
steal second base as the pitcher
makes his delivery to the batter, the
batter passes the ball and the catcher
immediately returns the ball to the
pitcher, who makes a second delivery
before the runner from first base
reaches second base, without any attempt to put the runner out. The
batter strikes the second ball delivered before the runner reaches second base and it is a foul.
(A) Is the runner entitled to second base or does he have to return
to first base? '
(B) Can the second ball delivered
be called a dead ball, or is it a foul?
The answer is simple after you give
the matter due thought, says the Philadelphia Record. The runner must
return to first base and the ball is a
foul.
The rules provide for that
clearly enough, although such a case
could hardly have entered the
heads. As a recommendation
not covered by the rules, we would ad
vise the runner'B Instant release. Some
fine day he will go fast asleep on the
base lines and catch a severe cold
from the evening dew.

HARD

sja)js
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Amonthej

"The under dog often
his might and smites the
been lording it over his
said John Henry,
the

no

$5

nil

Dode Crlss of the Browns is a betpinch hitter than he is a pitcher.
Corhan, with the White Sox, is a
sensational fielder, but not very strong
with the bludgeon.
They call "Ping" Bodie of the White
Sox a fence buster and be looks all
of that sure enough.
Pitchers Moore, Beebe and Rowan
are all shooting 'em over for the Quakers In classy fashion.
Providence is the surprise of the
Eastern league. Jimmy Collins has
his "Clam Diggers" going at top
speed.
Few if any of the major league outfielders have anything on Milan of
the Washington team. The Tennessee boy is surely a great player.
Chicago, St Louis, Cleveland and
Boston have not won a game from
Pitcher Russ Ford of tbe Highlanders
since the beginning of the season of

ter

1910.

CANNOT FIGURE ON BALL TEAM

Merely Guesses.
"No man living can tell how a ball
team is going to finish," offers Bobby
Byrne, "and if he picks one out right
before the season opens he is merely
On past per
making a good guess.
formances it is possible to tell who
ought to be in tbe first division and
what clubs will probably finish lower
than fourth, but even in such a classification there is apt to be come poor
guessing.
Many things enter into a
championship
campaign that the
spring dopesters as a general rule
overlook.

They seldom figure on

ac-

cidents and Illness, and they pay little attention to the breaks in baseball
luck which cut a big figure in every
pennant race.
"I notice a
eastern expert has placed Pittsburg in the second division.
His argument Is that
Clarke, Leach and Wagner, being old
players, are bound to slump, and
slump badly, and he adds that if Gib- -

j

"
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FOR

Talks
"WHY

NEWSPAPERS?"

RENT

July 1st.

Cottage

on

Marcy

D. S. Lowitzki.

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot
tage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
son & Co.

FOR SALE Seven
room house
No Other Kind of Advertising Pos--. bath, electric
fine lawn, fifty
light,
sesses So Many Elements of Pro-fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenn-?- .
duclng Profit An Advertisement Is Only Good When
FOR SALE Two unrinir wnenna SO
It Is Read.
Plymouth Rock hens,
feet poultry netting, 8 moveable
poultry
houses. E. S. Andrews.
By GUY S. OSBORN.
Everybody takes a dally newspaper.
WANTED Horses to pasture at
It is read by every member of the
Inquire
family. The daily newspaper responds Bonanza, $2.30 per month.
to every daily want of the home na- fiox 127, Santa Fe, X. M.
and sporting
tional, local, society
WANTED Extra work, few hours
news and last, but not least, adverdaily, by experienced bookkeeper and
tising news.
The house for sale, the furniture stenographer. Speaks Spanish.
XY
man, the coal man. grocery man, and n care of New Mexican.
market man In fact, every want of
the home Is fully supplied through
TYPEWRITERS.
the columns of the daily newspaper. Cleaned, adjusted and
repaired. New
It goes into the home with a welcome platens furnished. Ribbons
and supto the very people you want to reach. plies.
sold,
Typewriters
exchanged
In the newspaper you can give a and
rented. Standard makes handled.
headline to attract attention to your Aii
repair work and typewriters guarwares, thereby sifting out the people anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exinterested in your merchandise and
Phone 231.
Your adver- change.
tell them your story.
tisement is on tbe same page and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
right alongside the very news for Small Holding Claim Xo. 3241013809
which the paper is bought.
You do
of the Intenn
not have to look for it It is never Department
United States Land Office,
There is no other kind of adlost.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 30, 1911.
vertising which possesses as many
Notice is hereby given that the folelements of producing profit as the
lowing named claimant has filed nodally newspaper, for it reaches and is tice of his intention to
make final
read by every member of the family.
In support of his claim under
With the dally newspaper you can proof
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
dally refresh the mind of the buying 3,
1S91, (20 Stats., S54), as amended
public, for the dally newspaper ad is
the act of February 21, 1893 (27
always fresh. It never has a flavor of by
staleness. It enables you to keep your Stats., 470), and that said proof will
name and wares dally before tbe buy- be made before U. S. Commissioner
Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on
ing public, for the needs of today are
met and supplied by the daily news- July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia de
paper. An advertisement is only good Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
when it is read 30 days or a thou- Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract
sand on the book shelf counts for in Sees. 20 and 29. T. 21 N., R. 1 W.,
He names the following witnesses
naught.
The daily newspaper is not read as to prove his actual continuous adverse
an amusement sheet or to kill idlq possession of said tract for twenty.
time; its place in the family is of too years next preceding the survey of
great Importance. Its news is so ar- the township, viz:
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala- ranged that it appeals to every member of the fbmlly father, mother. Bi- zar, Pulidor Martinez, Noberto Garster and brother.
It has the steady cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
It gets closer
producing qualities.
to the people than any other kind of against the allowance of said proof,
You buy your paper, and or who knows of any substantial rea
publicity.
every one else does, because you be son under the laws and regulations of
lieve in its policies and therefor have the Interior Department why such
absolute confidence in its advertising proof should not be allowed will be
A circulation that shapes
columns.
given an opportunity at the
the business of today and governs tbe
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimexpenditure of tbe weekly income.
No home is worth cultivating ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
through your advertising that the of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
daily newspaper does not go into, un
less you are doing a strict mail order
Register.
business. You can't keep the newspa
per ad out of the home if you try.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
it comes in with a welcome because It's
Sealed Dronosa's
will be received
the women's shopping guide and the
men's barometer of business life. If by the County Commissioners of Sanyou have anything to say to tjie pub- ta Fe County, New Mexico, up to
lic, tell it to them through the col- twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the
umns of their daily newspaper.
It is 1st day of July, 1911, for furnishing
bought for both news and advertising. all material and constructing three
bridges in said county, located as fol
lows:
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river
8ignbcards and street car
on Canon Road within the limits of
when
used
cards,
by advertisers,
the City of Santa Fe.
undoubtedly
help In making
One bridge over the Gallsteo river
names known, but that Is all
near the town of Gallsteo.
they can do. Newspapers, after
One Bridge over the Gallsteo river
all, must do the EDUCATING
near the town of Los Cerrillos.
must tell WHY the article
All the material and work shall be
should be used.

ln0

above-mentione-d

cross-exami-

furnished and done

IS BEST AD

Copy Tfcat Appeals Only to the Eye Is
Pale and Impotent, Declares
Newspaperdom.

in

accordance

with the plans and specifications now
on file in the office of the County
Clerk et Santa Fe,
New Mexico,
where they may be seen and examin
ed and copies procured.
Each bid must be accompanied hv
a certified cbecic in the sum of 10 net
cent of the amount of bid.
Said
check to be drawn upon some solvent
bank doing business
in Santa. Fa
county, New Mexico.
Parties desiring so to do ma v Allan
submit plans end prices of their own,
and the Board of Commissioners re
serve the right to reject any and all
bids or to accent any bid mrnto that
in their judgment is for the best interest of Santa Fe County, New Mex

In, objecting very vigorously to the
statement that if an ad catches and
tickles the eye it is sure to be effective, Newspaperdom takes a fall
out of a writer who has been unduly
playing up the importance of "visual
sensation." The advertising writer
Who depends on that doesn't know his
business. In the opinion of Newspaperdom,
argumentative advertising
that reaches a conclusion that makes
a distinct mental sensation is the ad- ico.
L SPARKS,
vertising that will deliver the results.
Chairman Of th Rnnrrt
It argues:
"Advertising that consists of noth- GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Bobby Byrne,
Clerk of the Board.
son meets with an accident the club ing more than ocnlar pleasantries it
will be in distress. He's simply tak- pale and impotent It is like the china
ing undue liberties with the 'If deck. platter without a sirloin steak upon TIME TABLE ALL
Of course, 'if' the four players he men- it Tbe picturesque didoes of
Chinks may make a distinct
tions fall to play up to form, or for
LOCAL TRAINS
one reason or another are out of tbe visual impression, but it is tbe broiled
of
out
meat
with
the
red
juloe oozing
game, the Pirates will be seriously
The following are tbe time tables
crippled; but, on the other hand, 'if It that tells me I am going to have of the local railroads:
will
that
nourish
body.
my
something
deliver
the
like
have
goods
they
they
"A. T. & 8. F. Ry."
"It must be remembered, too, that
been doing thus far, the club that
Leave- is
an
there
mer
demand
for
National
the
existing
will
wins
league pennant
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westhave to beat the Buccaners. So there chandise which Influences readers of
you are. It Is pure folly for anybody newspapers and magazines to search bound. No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive U Santa, Fe 12:10
to try to pick winners in the spring, tor advertisements relating to that
and it's absurd for any manager to which will meet their requirements. p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No.
device will help a
claim the pennant before the season The
l, westwoman locate an advertisement, but it bound.
starts."
will not persuade her to spend $10.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
The want of the article and the price P. m.
Long Drive by Murray.
he must invest have combined to
"Home Run" Murray drove out tbe
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
longest liner recorded thus far at stimulate her interest, and she will 9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eaatbound.
Comiskey's baseball park the other read everything in a newspaper or
Returning arrlv at San Fe 11:19
day in the first Inning of the St magaslne touching the topic upper- p. m.
Louis-Whit- e
Sox game. The ball car- most in her mind.
talk will capture
"The
ried over the iron fence near tbe left
D. & R. G. Ry.
field bleachers. Murray contracted her money, and the best selling talk
Leaves 10:15 "a, m. for north.
the home run habit at St. Paul last will always be found in the best ad
Arrive 3:05 p. m, from north.
vwtiaemenL"
year, where he won his nickname.

r

best-sellin- g

Inner Light

Row fair the world, when we are (tad;
How dark the world, when we era Mdl
Which merely proves that in us lies
A hades or a, paradise.

Cause and Effect.
"See that man over there? Ever
bear of the romance in his life?"
Not Much tense.
The Way to Do.
' horse sense!
"No. Who is he and what was ftr
; "When
Skepticism.
that man was killed, did yoa They talk about
'"He la Winner Loose, and he won
"A man arrested the other day for
There isn't any such thing."
break It gently to hi widow?"
"Why, the horse It regarded as a "mashing,' says he has an affliction his wife by a game of cards."
'Indeed we did. We told her her
"What does ho do?"
of the eyes that makes him wink."
cry sensible animal."
husband waa worth five thousand dol"Lecture on the "Evils of Gam
"WeUr
lars more than he had been before on "How can he be, when he evidently
"His excuse made everybody els bling."'
does not like the idea of always havhis lnsuraoa policy,"
In court wink.'
WnBUR D. NXMUT.
ing a bit in his mouthf

rate."

-

Ave.

FOR RENT Store room on lower
Son Francisco street. D. S. Lowitzki.

BEST ARGUMENT

When a poor game is played in his
ball yard Owner O'Neil of the New
Britain Connecticut league club gives
the fans rain checks good for the next
scheduled gama
"Bugs" Raymond Is pitching great
ball for the Giants. If the erratic
Arthur sticks to the soda fountain
Catcher Henry.
there Is nothing to it but his name
ter catchers than I am, and that we in the baseball hall of fame.
stand a better chance to win with
It looks as If the teams in the seceither of them behind the bat Still, ond division of the National league
I am glad of the chance to show Man- have little or no chance to break
ager McAleer and my teammates that through and enjoy the company of the
I can step into the breach and do good elite in tbe first division.
work."
Manager Dooin of the Phillies found
time from his baseball duties to put
on his vaudeville stunt "After the
Favor Shorter Season.
Most players enthusiastically ap- Game" at a benefit entertainment for
prove Ban Johnson's stand that the a suburban church and made a big
season should start no earlier than hit, batted .400 In fact with the audience.
May 1. They declare that the southIn these days of complaints about
ern trips, as now arranged, are spoiled and rendered useless by the expos- the umpires it Is refreshing to read
ure of the players to the winds and a statement from President Joyner of
rains of April, and that the athletes, the South Atlantic league that he has
in most cases, are In poorer condition the best staff he ever bad and that no
are heard from
by May 1 than they were when they serious complaints
any club.
atarted south in March.
The Highlanders' new grounds at
Two Hundred and Twenty-fift- h
street,
Zacher Goes to Oakland.
New York, have not been started
Manager Harry Wolverton of the in
some
of
trouble over
Oakland Pacific Coast league team yet on account
work will be hurried
The
grading.
haa signed Outfielder Zacher, last seahave the new home
son with the New York Giants and this fall so as to
ready for tbe opening of next season.
the St Louis Cardinals.
Would Make Him Care,
Juggins Who was that said if he
Always Funny.
"Don't you think the Joke la funny?" could make the songs of the people
An Odd Outlook.
he wouldn't care who made the laws?
"I certainly do."
' "There la one queer thing about
Muggins Don't know. But If he's
"Then why don't you laugh
"My mind waa occupied In trying to the chap who's making the aongs of educational institutions."
"What is that?"
I'd Just like to
place It I think the last time I the people nowadays
"A primary excellence in secondary
came across it waa In a paper which have the making of the laws a little
schools to keep them from being third
while! That's all. Red Hen.
credited it to Horace Oroolay.''
'

I WANT
Advertising

New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p, m.. contacts with No.
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connectiona
from No. 3 east.
Middle Aged and Elderly People.
Use Foley Kidney Fills for quick and
permanent results in all cases of kid

ney and bladder troubles, and for
painful and annoying irregularities.
For sal by all druggists,
;

It

you want anything on earth
New Mexican.

a Want ad in the

try
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104 Utah towns and cities and In five
STUDY OF
things with which the future of our UTAH IS VOTING ON '
IRRIGATION IN WEST. nation has to deal in working out its
PROHIBITION TODAY. county units outside the towns. The
expanding destinies.
(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican) campaign in Salt Lake City and
S. Senator Poindexter Finds Mil"If the perpetual power of the
has been very lively. Most of the
Salt Lake City, Utah, June 27.
lions of Acres Yet to Be
streams' in the western mountains Prohibition will be adopted or re country towns are conceded to be
can be preserved from private mon- jected at a
Watered.
Santa Fe, X. M, June 27.
special election today In against the saloons.
V
opoly and if all of this can be utilized
17.
Miles
Poin
aune
II!.,
Chicago,
The weather for Xew Mexico X
the general benefit of the nation.
is generally fair, except local Si dexter, United States senator from for
is scarcely a limit to the opporshowers in north portion to- - X the state of Washington and chair- there
of
ex- - tunities yet to be made by their use
man
the
on
senate
committee
or
X
night
Wednesday.
peditures in the Interior department, and development
"The National Irrigation Congress
this department of the government
lead in creating a
Reclama-be- g has taken the
thehUnited, States
Henckels Razors and Strops at Qoe-sound public opinion in behalf of this
of
the
effect
jtion
O
west great work. It has rendered a great(
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital Jrigation delPment in the
and
inestimable
to
the
service
nation,
Dealer
New
in
Hand
Second
and
a"d
po'ltical
enonlic
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on frTt
to
an in- - and should be encouraged and assist
pom
recently,
vtie
hand. Phone Black 1S8.
m
all
in
who
those
ed
are
interested
by
discussed
rv'ew . WashinSto-hFurniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,
Ladies Riding Habits and boots at
to
coun
supply and demand as it the welfare and greatness of our
Goebel's
try."
10 iana, empnasizing
me
im
relates
Ti
Did You See Those Pictures at the
Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.
of conserving and developO
Elks'? If not, see them tonight. They portance
- GOVERNOR SPOKE
TO
as"
the
He
extant.
resources
yet
ing
73
are great.
THE
CONVICTS,
serted that the National Irrigation
. i.
u;il nn.H
,
Congress, which has its nineteenth an
73
m.
H RhHHT RlSH PR Hk
PAID FOR- (Continued From Page One.)
nual sessions here December 5 to 9,
m
i iiiwt. SECOND HAND GOODS
wnwii
open a meat market on the west side
iiuiikwi
in
of the Plaza in the storeroom former-- ' has been the leading organization
creating public opinion in behalf of cation has examined the papers of
j
ly occupied by Kerr's barbershop.
this work. Calling attention to the those teachers of Chaves and McKin
Spanish War Veterans The Span-- ! fact that many arid areas which are ley counties who took examinations
New and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy Payments
ish War Veterans will meet in annual! now
practically worthless can be made June 9 and 10 and announced today
convention in Oklahoma August 21 to:
Teachers
to support the densest rural popula- the following
results:
1o, and it is lumored that John Lewis
he said:
awarded certificates of second grade
Smith is being run for commander in tion through Irrigation,
"With the settlement of practically in Chaves county are, Blanche Burke,
chief. Attorney C. J. Neis of this city
is being mentioned for the post of all of the public lands which will pro- Laura Dooley, Clara Eschliman,
duce crops without irrigation, the ne- Sarah Fairchild, Blanche Grandon,
junior vice commander.
RebecWill Be Lawn Party The tea to bei cessity appears of utilizing those vast Maggie Frlffith, Olive Hadden,
tie made pro- ca Jasper, Fearn McGranahan, D. B.
can
which
arid
regions
after-on
Guild
the
j
given by
Friday
noon will be on the lawn nf Dr.; ductive by the application of water. Peck, Fearn Fay Prichard, Gertrude
striking features ot tnis neveiop-brar- Rabb, Viola Thompson, Ida May
Small's residence instead of at
to Suit.
e
Colors, or Mixed in
Third
Lela Willey.
hall. Mis. Small offered the ment are that b? tnis artificial sup-us- White and
o tne needed moisture for
Grade; Dora Albright, Lillian Carter,
of the lawn which waa gladly ac-'Given
tation, instead of merely improving J. B. Ellis, Clarence W. Finley, Vivihv thA rwmirtw. tn
14 transforms it
this
from
the
Jefan
Luther
,and.
Lelia
Home-madHall,
Johnson,
bread and cake,
and cake, tea and coffee and fruit most worthless to the most valuable fries, Alice McCormick and Mrs. T. E.
world
the
405 PALACE AVE.
land in
Phone, Black 204.
Ragland. In McKlnley county: Wilpunch will be for sale. Everything fruitful
and areas which were incapable of liam Hartman was granted a first
will be ready to begin at 3 o'clock.
See That Vitagraph at the Elks' to- supporting a single family have been grade certificate, Mrs. J. O. Nyderg
marie nnd can lw madd caDable Of a second grade, and Lauretta Ollinger
night. See the rain, and lightning
supporting the densest agricultural & third grade.
storm. It's worth your while
Josh and Cincy's Wedding trip is a population of any part ot the country,
is insatiable; PROMINENT MAN KILLED
.
comedy and a good one. It's- - at the! "The desire for lands
it is inherent in the great race wnicn
IN AUTO SMASH.
Elks' tonight.
and given form (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Wedding at M. E. Parsonage Rev. has principally settled
I
Homes
mixes and
Oakland, Calif., June 27. Dr. West
B. F. Summers of St. John's Methodist and character to out nation.
' kneads Eread
are a social and eco on H. Rice, local surgeon for the
land
the
upon
af
this
officiated
Episcopal church,
law
cruel
the
nomic
and
by
G.
Southern
was
necessity,
killed
and
Pacific,
ternoon at cue o'clock at the wed
and demand the need for C. Wells, receiving teller of the Centhoroughly
ding of Robert E. Rueth of ChamiU,!f-- dsupply
v
be- and
intensifie
has
been
in j" in Three Minutes.
tral National bank was probably fatalRio Arriba county, and Miss Hattle
ly injured, when the automobile- - in
Krumholdz of Saint Louis, Mo.
tne supply nas Deen corresyuuuingij' which Rice and Wells were riding
ceremony took place at the M. E. par- exhausted.
collided with a suburban train early
sonage in the presence of the pas"There is no more a great open west this morning. The men were return
will
tor's family. The young couple
where everyone might have opportun- ing from a professional call Dr. Rice
forc--nleave for Chamita tomorrow
'
ity merely by moving to it. The con- had made in Berkeley. .
on, where Mr. Rueth has been in
increasing flood of population
bi siness th-- past eight years as a stantly
is barred of further westward move- WOMAN'S GREATEST TROUBLE.
of !on. Samuel Eliodt.
ment by the Pacific ocean and is turnBig Sandy, Tenn. Mrs. Lucy '
ing back upon itself. Social and poof this place, says: "Every two
A GLIMPSE OF HIGH SOCIETY.
litical, as well as economic, problems weeks, I had to go to bed and stay
more acute than any we have had there several
days. I suffered untold
(Continued From Page One.)
to dispose of heretofore, will grow out
Tn Rnlvincr
these misery. Nothing seemed to help me
nf this onnrtitinn.
until I tried ardui, the woman's
the court announced a recess until 2
probems no greater help can be ren-P- tonic.
Although I had been afflicted
m- develdered than in conserving and
weaknesses
for
womanly
VanSantvord Hall, a stock sales- oping the remaining natural resour with
man, testified that he was in company ces of the land in order to meet as several years, Cardul helped me more
It is
with Copeland and Atkinson in the fully as possible the needs of the than anything else ever did.
Brown Palace Hotel lobby the night coming millions.
surely the best tonic for women on
of the shooting when Henwood pass- "There are yet millions of acres of earth." Weakness is woman's greated by, remarking: " Stick around lands so situated that water can be est trouble. Cardul is woman's great
Van, there is liable to be something brought to them, and the prosecution est trouble. Cardul. is woman's great- of this work, with the maintenance that weakness and
brings back
doing."
In the past 50 years Car
"Who do you mean, Von Phul?" and conservation of the essential ele- strength.
the witness stated he asked, and Hen- - ments for its success, rank among the aui neipea over a million women
wood answered "yes ! "
& SUPRLYCO.
very first in importance of those Try it for troubles today.
MADE EXHAUSTIIVE

nan v SQiiun iid V
tup
I lib uniLi nuiwb ui .
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Og-de- n

I

GROCERY and BAKERY

COFFEES
First Class

MRS. RORER'S

Money Back if Not Satisfactory 35
BARRINGTON

HALL
CUP

Phone No. 4.

and

WHITE

Guaranteed
Cts. Per Pound

UNEXCELLED

QUALITY

afia1' ad

j

ALWAYS RIGHT

HOUSE

I

fbcta?

1

c

f

"'6"!

Phone No.4.

2

1

Turquoise, Laveliers,

i

Amethysts, Opals,

SWEET PEAS

j

y

Li-iT-

Separate
Mail Orders

vege-nonto-

P

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
GOLD AND SILVER.

FILIGREE

WALTHAM. WATCH

:UNLVERSAC

t

time-piece-

S.

"Why

"It's Time

You Owned a XVcllham."
We have a tfide assortment of Vs'-tbaWatches at a wide uric- range in min moaeis: piain and
Wol- lancy cases, see us uoou:
tbam

.Quantities
Careful Attention.

JAMES C. McCON VERY,

j

The Waltham is the most des.
That b
pendable of
why we make it cur leader ami

t

rhr.

e

IN

to-da- y.

3

i

F. Andrews

MEN are the
BUSINESS Men"
of
They keep their engagements on the minute and measure their time by a

DAVID S. LOWITZKI

mixes and
kneads bread
thoroughly
Three Minutes.

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

w The hands do

'

J$Mm
L'

SirrT

not touch the

WOOD-DAV-

dough.

IS

Can-trel-

Hardware

Company

Distributors of

-

The Walger

-

New Model
Awning
THE
.-

BEST
EVEJt

AWNING

PIT IP

..

j

SANTA FE HARDWARE

.1,)U(,TG,
li

inliS
THURSDAY, JUNE 22nd

Im
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PAIRS LADIES' OXFORDS will be sold for a aood deal less than
cost This Closing Out Sale is Odds and Ends---6n- e
W
A No. 1 Goods, American Lady Make, made by the
are
kind.
a
of,
They
SSKS&mlm
mmmmmmmiMMmm largest shoe house in the world,
,

HAMILTON, BR
Stale

r."t

frjiarryg-afajiir.--

It 'takes

a

jjPfusI

mighty well made

....

:

jfliPPl

W

Uxiord to hold its shape and place smMffijBpr
S
;n the foot. It must fit all over
or it v. ill slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is an art that the Largest
Makers of Shoes in the World have mastered in the
American Lady Shoe,
In every sense it is the best shoe for the money.

They ate made well, latest styles, smart and snappy in every pafticulat
;

','"' $4.00

a large line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best styles tor spring ana
Summer Wear. Come in and let us show you .,.
what real shoe satisfaction is.

We have

'-

largest
yp5t&

SHOE'--

3.75
3.50
3.25

-,

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS t
now $2.10. 1 z'iim
now
$2.75 $3.00
2.60
"
2.75
1.75
2.50
2.50
H
2.25
1.00
2.00
I

tmfymr-

.

--

THIS will be the biggest snap that was ever offered in Santa Fe. These
shoes must be sold regardless of price. Do not buy one pairv but 2 or
3 pairs, and put away for next summer at such ridiculous prices.
Don't forget the date, June 22nd
t

?

.

-

l!'tiP:
i
1

'
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NATHAN SALMON,

